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The What and Why of Science Gaps
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 While knowledge gaps exist across astrophysics, our interest here 
is in knowledge gaps that affect the science return for missions 
NASA is committed to doing

 A Science Gap is a research area where additional work:
1)  Enhances the science return of a mission already flying -                       

     usually through follow-up work

2)  Enhances the science return & helps plan operations for an upcoming  
     mission that is already designed – usually as preparatory work 

3)  Provides information needed to quantify a future mission’s ability to     
     meet its science goals, and to assess mission design options –           
                           this is precursor science 

● Before soliciting proposals or hearing entreaties for funding, it’s 
better to set priorities in advance for the work that needs doing

● Science Gaps should be tactical, flowing down from Community 
priorities and NASA’s established implementation plans

● A Science Gap List helps proposers sharpen their ideas and 
explain their proposal’s relevance to NASA’s goals.  It is for 
guidance, not meant to be exclusionary.  



Exoplanet Program’s Science Gap List

 Development of a direct imaging mission for Earth-like 
exoplanets was an explicit recommendation for NASA 
Astrophysics in both the 2000 and 2010 Decadal Surveys –      
our Program has had a long time to plan for this !

 This first led to an ExEP Technology Gap List that has existed 
for more than a decade now, which has guided SAT proposals 

 Kepler and TESS missions required significant preparatory & 
followup work to meet their science goals

 Identification of best transiting exoplanet targets for JWST and 
ARIEL spectroscopy requires significant preparatory work

 ExEP’s Science Gap List is authored by Program Chief 
Scientists; initial internal version by Steve Unwin (2015)

 Has been made public, revised & updated annually since 2018
 Reviewed by NASA HQ, ExoPAG, and community feedback
 Now referenced in NASA ROSES proposal call for Exoplanets 

Research Program (XRP), used for proposal writing & evaluation 
 At least half of our gaps bear directly on IROUV precursor science 
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Spectroscopic observations of the atmospheres of small exoplanets Precur

Modeling Exoplanet Atmospheres Yes

Spectral Signature Retrieval Prep

Planetary system architectures: Occurrence rates for exoplanets of all 
sizes

Precur

Occurrence rates and uncertainties for temperate rocky exoplanets 
(e.g. eta Earth)

Precur

Yield estimation for exoplanet direct imaging missions Precur

Intrinsic properties of known exoplanet host stars Follow

Mitigating stellar jitter as a limitation to the sensitivity of exoplanet 
dynamical measurements

Precur

Dynamical confirmation of exoplanet candidates, determination of 
their masses & orbits

Follow

Precursor Observations of Direct Imaging Targets Precur

Understanding the abundance and distribution of exozodiacal dust Precur

Measurement of Accurate Transiting Planet Radii Follow

Properties of Atoms, Molecules and Aerosols in Exoplanet 
Atmospheres

Yes

Exoplanet Interior Structure and Material Properties Follow

2022 ExEP Science Gaps 



What does a science gap look like ?
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 A science gap is concise enough to be described in roughly 
one page of text and consists of these 5 elements :
 A Gap Title 
 A Summary description
 The “Capability Needed”, i.e. the data sets, modeling, or 

analysis products that would significantly benefit NASA 
exoplanet missions.  

 The “Capability Today”, which in comparison to the “Capability 
Needed” defines the existing science gap

 The “Mitigations in Progress”, the efforts going on now that are 
likely to make progress in closing the gap

 We don’t provide a “Mitigations not yet started” element – 
that’s for individual proposers to conceive of

 To be an Exoplanet Program gap, we required it to be cross-
cutting, affecting multiple program elements.  Individual 
projects may define & track their own internal science gaps.  



Example Science Gap Text
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“All ExEP approaches, activities, and decisions
shall be guided by science priorities”
              -- NASA Exoplanet Exploration Program Charter

Science Gap List & Supporting Documents 

Available for download at  
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/science-overview/

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/science-overview/


Relevance to this workshop

 Astro2020’s prioritization of the IROUV GOMaP effort means 
that the ExEP precursor science gaps should be revisited in 
that context, by new sets of eyes.  Revisions, additions ? 

 Astro2020’s firm recommendation for X-ray and far-IR GOMaP 
development now provides the impetus for defining precursor 
science gaps for those missions.  And non-exoplanet precursor 
science gaps should be defined for IROUV as well.

 Keep in mind: the gaps that most need to be identified now 
are the ones that affect mission architecture !

 In Thursday brainstorming, try to link ideas for precursor 
science work to the gap they would help to close

 Defining the performance metrics for the mission (such as 
spectra of 25 temperate rocky planets for IROUV) will help 
point you toward science gaps that need work.  What do we 
not know, that we need to know, to calculate the values of a 
performance metric ?  See Rhonda Morgan’s talk next.

 The ROSES precursor science call for the NGOs will likely focus 
on the science gaps that come out of our two PS workshops 
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